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NOTE:
This Model is a test version. It was built from scratch on the basis of photos published by NASA and
using the assembling scheme of another Paper Shuttle Model distributed by BETEVA in scale 1:72
(Raketoplan Space Shuttle Atlantis. Beteva - http://www.beteva.cz)

Detailed pictures of Space Shuttles are available at NASA WEB sites. Please check these images before
the assembly to control the correct positioning of each part.

Please notify Raimondo Fortezza any error or discrepancy you could find during the assembly. The e-
mail address is: fortezza@marscenter.it. The modifications will be implemented according to your
suggestions. You will be  kept informed when the updated version will be made available.

This model is shareware, and the idea is to develop the model 1:100 of the entire ISS. The Shuttle pre-
sented in the next pages is the Endeavour and was the one used to put in orbit Unity. The three models
available (Endeavour, Unity and Zarya) can be used to build the “diorama” of STS-88

If you want to support the initiative please send the equivalent of 10 US $ in your national currency, or
even more if you enjoyed in building the model, to the developer. Your name will be posted in the Sup-
porter List published on the Paper-ISS page at MARS WEB site and you can download all the updated
version of the ISS with the new Modules that will be launched up to the end of the year 2000.
Quality printed model is available based on un-compressed files and 1440 dpi ink-jet printer. The cost
is US $ 25 or an equivalent value in your currency. Send the money directly via mail to the address
indicated at page 12. The model is shipped using ordinary post service. If you want express courier
please send an e-mail for a quotation.
 


